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In the starting week of the MDP course, I have chosen the focus of my project to improve 

the fabrication process of homes to increase speed and sustainability. The design intent 

behind this project is for the upcoming “Climate-Migrant” crisis that is expected in the 

coming years. Hundreds of millions of people around the world will have to migrate due 

to the worsening natural disasters such as rising sea levels and wild fires. This means 

that new communities will have to be built around the world and we are not prepared 

similarly to how we were not prepared for this pandemic. Other areas that a designed 

solution for this issue could help fix is affordable housing. Affordable housing is a 

problem that is present in all major cities and is something that we can all relate to here 

in Toronto. Affordable housing is also needed in the poorly funded Indigenous, Black and 

Brown communities in North America which is a problem that matters to me.  

In the past few years I have been researching sustainable materials and have found the 

industrial hemp plant to be the most versatile and economic plant in the world. After 

prototyping and discovering the wonders that this fabrication material can do, I had 

created a business plan for a construction company that sells products made from hemp. 

I had created a few successful prototypes however at this stage I felt like our market 

entry plan needed to be rethought and wanted to bring this venture of mine into thesis 

class. Alongside professional help from Job and Reza and I am confident I can take this 

idea into the next level. 

Below I have done a STEEPV exercise exploring current trends to help create a frame 

and narrow down ideas. I then evaluated each idea based on whether there was need in 

the market and how feasible it was for me to explore. I then tried to take the top ideas 

and tried to combine them to create a more clarified design intent. After this week’s 

design work, I have included my pitch deck for the company I had previously tried to 

launch. The pitch deck includes highlights from my 38 page business plan. 
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- Pre Fab Housing

- Number of migrants in 

the world is increasing

- Need for infrastructure 

for Indigenous 

communities

- “Tiny Living”

- New Versatile and 

Stronger Materials: 

Industrial Hemp

- Solution to increase 

population in Canada

- Eco-Friendly, Automated 

construction.

- Helps tackle affordable 

living and 

environmentalism 

simultaneously. 

- Help improve air quality
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Supporting 

Trends:

Rapid-Built, Co-Living Systems that create 

Affordable housing by using Sustainable 

resources  

- Sharing Economy

- Healthy Living

- Sustainable Lifestyle

- Modular Living

- Self Sufficiency

- Increased gardening 

interest post-Covid

- Need of infrastructure for 

Indigenous and 

Black/Brown communities  
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Centered 
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Design for 

Social 

Impact

- Climate migrants predicted to 

be next biggest global issue.

- Canada set to take more 

migrants than any other nation.

- Canada listed as top desirable 

country to live in. 

- Canada wishes to significantly 

increase population 

- Need for farmers in Canada, 

many displaced migrants are 

farmers.

- Hemp is the fastest growing 

and versatile plant meaning a 

completely sustainable 

business. 

- Creates awareness for Social 

and environmental impact
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terraform.supply@gmail.com

+1 (647) 608-7535 Toronto, 

Canada

Providing the foundation to build a 

greener future. 

Founded By
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Help Reverse Climate 
Change

Invest in developing 
communities

Provide Innovative, 
Sustainable and 

Affordable Materials

The Earth has 10 
remaining years to 

take action.

Current construction 
materials are unsustainable 

and methods are 
unproductive.

Infrastructure is lacking    
in many places due to      

high cost and            
lacking resources.



We provide:

High-Quality,
Eco-Friendly, 
Material and
Product Solutions
at and an affordable cost.

TerraForm is applying the incredible versatility of the industrial 

hemp plant to create high quality construction materials.
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Our Process
Natural Composite Moulding
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Hemp is added to 
our mix of 100% 

natural ingredients.

Material versatility 
allows it to be 

applied to endless 
applications.

Our material 
mixture is moulded 

into any desired 
shape.

Hemp  >                                                   >                                                 >
Plant

>  Form Tubes

>  Modular Wall Unit

>  Bricks

>  Concrete

>  Endless More 
Innovations



Implementation
Strategy

Market entry with our 

two product system; 

Form Tubes and 

Hempcrete.

Innovative and modular 

building system called 

Form Walls which will 

streamline production. 

Hemp-bricks and Particle 

board launch. 

Textile products such as 

Geotextile, Insulation and 

Air Filters. 
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Place your screenshot here

*Online Sales Customer Reach
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• Climate Awareness

• Eco-Certifications

• Social Media Campaign

• Education Workshops
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Being a self-supplying company 
means that our first 2 years of launch 
in not see much financial gain 
however once our system is 
established, profit margins can be as 
large as 80%.
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Sunstrands

o Produces a large variety of 

sustainable fibers and sells the 

raw materials, a few products, 

and also offers lab services.

o Creates custom products for 

automotive, construction and 

several other industries. 

o Creates high quality natural 

materials however does not 

specialize in a specific market. 

ZeoForm

o Sustainable materials company 

operating from New Zealand.

o They are able to take natural 

fibers and mold them for a 

variety of purposes such as 

packaging, construction, and 

custom shapes. 

o Their key market differentiator 

is their the eco-friendly 

production however their 

process is hard to scale. 



Chief Executive Officer

Co-Founder

- Marketing

- Accounting

- Client Relations

Chief Innovation Officer

Co-Founder

- Product Design

- Systems Design

- Brand Strategist

Chief Operating Officer

Co-Founder

- Company Operations

- Engineering

- Quality Control
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At Terra Form, we have a dream of a greener future. 
We are building that future we want to see.

Production Expert

Machinery Expert

Design Expert

Business Expert
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Form Tube Prototype 

Version 1.0

Scale Model – 8” x 12”

Actual – 8”x 42”

Hempcrete Mix Version 1.0

Uniquely utilizes hempcrete for 

both structural and aesthetic 

purposes.

Our Hemp Bioplastic which has a 

customizable shape for any casting 

needs, can also have any texture, or 

appearance. 

To be created as a modular, hollow, 

rectangular cast for hempcrete to be 

filled inside. 

This innovation is currently called 

Form-Walls. This will stream 

construction process. 

Form Walls will eliminate the need 

for plywood, concrete, insulation, 

and vapour-barrier. 

Material exploration featuring 

hempcrete bonded to hemp-

bioplastic.



terraform.supply@gmail.com

+1 (647) 608-7535  

Toronto, Canada
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